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The major problem in. the design of high-frequency transistor amplifiers

is the interaction hctween the output and the input of the amplifier caused by

the internal feedback of the transistor. This problem is illustrated and the

two common design approaches to a solution of the problem are discussed.

NyquisVs criterion of stability and Bode' s feedback theory are then used to

obtain an engineering evaluation of the relative merits of these two design

approaches from a stability standpoint. The positive nature of the internal

transistor feedback is established in this stability evaluation. Finally, Bode's

feedback theory is used to consider the relative merits of some of the broad

banding techniques used in transistor video amplifier design. The over-all

analysis shows that many of the most practical and stable linear transistor

amplifiers arc very simple and can be built with a minimum of design effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

A survey of the mass of available literature on high-frequency tran-

sistor amplifier design discloses the constantly present problem of ampli-

fier sensitivity and even instability, especially when so-called maximum
available gain amplifier designs are attempted. This problem is the re-

sult of the internal positive feedback inherent in all known transistors.

This paper is particularly directed toward a better understanding of

transistor internal feedback and its relationship to transistor amplifier

design and performance. A fresh and practical engineering approach to

the problem of transistor amplifier sensitivity and stability evaluation

is presented. The presentation is largely concerned with basic design

principles.* Specific amplifier design discussion is limited to that needed

* The material in the pai)er covers the basic design principles presented in a
talk on "The Design of RF and Video Amplifiers" given by the author as one of a

series of six lectures on Transistors — Their Circuits and Applications, sponsored

l>y the Dallas, Texas, Section of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
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to provide engineering illustrations of these principles. References are

then made to published material where more complete details on specific

amplifiers can be found.

II. HIGH-FREQUENCY TItANSISTOK CHARACTERIZATION

Before considering amplifier design techniques, we must have some

means of characterizing the transistor in terms of its performance as an

electrical circuit element.* This paper will rely largely on a small-signal

characterization in which the transistor is represented by the generalized

equivalent T of Fig. 1 with a single internal generator in the branch

corresponding to the collector of the transistor. The details of the im-

pedances, each one of which can be written in terms of lumped constants

Ze Zc—vw-
aleZc

^0;

—

"

Le

Zb

Fig. 1 — Transistor equivalent T.

that arc directly relatable to the physical structure of the transistor,

will be presented only when needed.

For simplicity in writing circuit equations, the transistor collector

current generator, aie , which would normally appear across the collector

impedance Zc , has been replaced by the voltage generator, aieZc , in

series with Z^ , in accordance with Thevenin's theorem, (a is frequency-

dependent.) Except for a small phase error, a is closely approximated

at frequencies below /„ by the expression

ao
a ^ ~

Ja

where /„ is the frequency at which the ampHtude of a is 3 db below its

low frequency value, ao .^ For simplicity a, the short-circuit common
base current gain will be used interchangeably with a in the discussion

to follow.

No parasitic capacitances are shown in Fig. 1 , since these will be con-

* For a resume of transistor equivalent circuits, see Pritchard.^
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sidered as part of the terminating networks, except for the capacitance

between output and input— that is, collector-to-emitter capacitance in

the common base configuration and collector-to-base capacitance in the

common emitter configuration. And, in order to simplify the considera-

tion of the internal feedback effects, these latter capacitances will be

neglected except in the discussion of the common emitter neutralized

amplifier. However, input-to-output capacitance can be very trouble-

some, especially in the common base configuration at very high fre-

quencies.

The equivalent T circuit representation illustrated in Fig. 1 is particu-

larly useful in three respects. First, it represents the transistor with

sufficient accuracy to be used in generahzed circuit evaluation. Sec-

ondly, it can be used in any of the three possible transistor connections

without change. Finally, since the various components of the circuit are

directly relatable to the physical structure of the transistor, the effect of

the transistor structure on circuit performance can be better understood,

and effects that might otherwise be obscured may be uncovered.

When a precise amphfier circuit design in a particular frequency region

is undertaken, a four-pole parameter circuit equivalence may be more

accurate and more convenient.* However, this paper will make only

limited use of this type of characterization for two reasons. First, the

examination of amplifier stability, which is one of the major objectives

of the paper, is more easily accompHshed with the equivalent T of Fig.

1 . In fact, the positive nature of the internal feedback of the transistor

is not apparent in the hybrid parameter four-pole analysis of the com-

mon emitter transistor configuration. This is because the positive feed-

back is concealed in the forward transfer current ratio, /laic . Secondly,

many electronic circuit engineers are more accustomed to the two-

terminal design techni(iues of vacuum tube circuitry below the uhf re-

gion. And this paper shows that those amphfiers that can be built on a

two-terminal basis with hmited impedance measurements and slide rule

computations are often the better transistor amplifiers.

III. RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER DESIGN

In designing a radio frequency transistor amphfier, the immediate

problem is to determine the proper choice of terminal networks for the

transistor to obtahi the greatest possible gain consistent with the other

requirements on the amphfier. The first approach to a solution is given

by linear network theory. A conjugate-matched-impedance generator

* For a presentation of the more common four-pole parameter equivalences, see

Linvill and Schimpf.^
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should be connected to the input and a conjugate-matched-impedance

load should be connected to the output. However, since the transistor

itself is a network of complex impedances {"complex" is used here and

hereafter in the sense of having real and imaginary parts) and contains

an internal generator that is a complex function of frequency, and also

has built-in internal feedback, the required generator and load im-

pedances are themselves complex. To say that the determination of these

required impedances is difficult is a gross understatement. Even the

computation of the transistor gam between known complex impedances

becomes unduly complicated.

An alternate approach to the determination of suitable generator and

load impedances is therefore used. The power dehvered to the load with

either a constant-current or a constant-voltage input generator is deter-

mined, and the input-matching problem is then considered separately.

This approach will be illustrated by considering an elementary design of

a 4-mc wide, 30-mc center-band frequency common base if amphfier,

using a 30-mc alpha-cutoff-frequency germanium transistor. The simpli-

fied equivalent T circuit of the transistor is shown in Fig. 2(a). The load

impedance should be conjugately matched to the output impedance of

the transistor with an open circuit input, since a current generator is

being assumed at the input. This impedance is closely approximated by

the reactance of the collector junction capacitance, Cc . A positive reac-

tance equal to the negative reactance of Cc at the center-band frequency

of 30 mc is therefore chosen as the reactance portion of the load. This is

the 14-microhenry inductance of Fig. 2(b). Since the resistance com-

ponent of the transistor output impedance is very small, bandwidth

considerations rather than matching determine the resistance component

of the load. A 4-mc bandwidth centered at 30 mc calls for a 19.9K

i4//h

Fig. 2 — Transistor 30-mc single-stage IF amplifier: (a) transistor equivalent
circuit; (b) amplifier loiid impedance.
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shunt resistance, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Now, in accordance with the

design plan, an input generator conjugately matched to the transistor

input impedance with the output terminated in the selected load

should be provided to complete the single-stage amphfier design.

This input impedance, Z/.v , was computed, and its resistance and

reactance components are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively.

The resistance component is seen to vary by a factor of 5 to 1 through-

out the desired band, and actually becomes negative at frequencies just

l)clow the bottom of the baud. The reactance component likewise varies

widely throughout the band, going from approximately 200 ohms at the

bottom to zero at the top of the band. Anything but a conjugately

matched generator at the input would distort the bandpass characteris-

tic designed into the load impedance. Since this generator would have to

incorporate the output impedance of the preceding transistor in a multi-

stage amphfier, plus a suitable impedance transformation to obtain gain,

its design would be at best very complicated. The design is therefore in

serious trouble. An understanding of the source of the trouble is essential

to a solution to the problem.
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CtLeZc

Fig. 4 — Equivalent T for common base connection with load Z^

The difficult nfiture of this input impedance is a direct result of the

internal feedback in the transistor. Fig. 4 shows the equivalent circuit

of Fig. 1 in the common base connection terminated with a constant-

current generator input, Im , and a load impedance, Zj, . The input im-

pedance ZiN is given by

Zjff = Ze -\- Zb I
i-
—

r/ \- (o)

In the common emitter connection, the other of the two more commonly

used transistor configurations, the corresponding input impedance is

given by

ZiK — Zb -\- Ze I
1 -\-

«)[](1 -«) 1 +
Z, 1|- (3)

Zc{l -

Equations (2) and (3) show that, regardless of the common connection,

the input impedance to the transistor is a function of the load impedance

and the common base short-circuit current gain a, both of which are,

as a rule, complex. And so the complicated complex input impedance

that was uncovered in the ampUfier example above follows naturally.

Even if the design problem were not so comphcated, and if physically

realizable impedances with the proper impedance transformation for

interstages of multistage amplifiers could be built, the alignment prob-

lem of the multistage amphfier would be an extremely difficult one. This

is verified in the large mass of technical literature discussing interstage

alignment and band-skewmg problems as a result of adjacent interstage

interaction. It is therefore apparent that, before practical high-fre-

quency transistor amplifiers can be built, it is necessary to reduce the

effect of the load impedance on the input impedance to a point where it

is no longer a serious problem. This can be done either by "neutraliza-

tion"* or by output-to-load-impedance mismatch.

* Neutralization is placed in quotation marks to call attention to the fact that
it is quite different from neutralization aa we know it in vacuum tubes. The char-

acteristics of transistor neutralization will be discussed in more detail later.
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IV. NEUTRALIZED AMPLIFIER DESIGN

The neutralized solution to the Input-output impedance interaction

will be considered first. The common emitter connection will be used,

since this is the more common neutrahzed configuration. This is because

more gain is obtainable in this connection at frequencies below the com-

mon base cutoff frequency of the transistor. Fig. o shows the transistor

equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 in the common emitter connection, with a

neutralizing impedance, Zn , connected between the collector output and

the base input and with the base input open. An external generator,

Vg , is connected between the collector and the common emitter ter-

minals. The following equations define the voltage and current relations

of the circuit of Fig. 5:

ii iZ, -I- Z. - aZ,) + kZ. = 7„

,

t: iZ, - o^Z,) + i^iZ, -f 2, + Z^) = 0,

ii =
VAi

1-2
= VAi^-

(4)

(5)

where A is the circuit determinant of (4). Then

ZtAi2 — ZA
El - iiZb - iiZ, - y„ ^l

(6)

which gives the input voltage, Ei , in terms of the output generator, V„ .

If El is made zero regardless of the value of V„ , the input impedance is

then independent of the load voUage and therefore of the load impedance

when the amplifier is terminated at its output. Solving for the value of

Zn required to make £"1 = gives

— Zn — Z, + f z.(i -«) + (7)

The required neutralization impedance, Zk , turns out to be negative,

which indicates that a phase reversal is needed in the neutralization

bi

E,

-VvV

Zn
AAA-

ce:: 2c
«Zc'li

a.

a- v„

Fig. 5 — Equivalent T fur common emitter connection with neutralization.
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current feedback path in order to produce a positive neutralization im-

pedance, Z'n , which is the negative of Z„ . A phase-reversing transformer

is therefore used, as shown in Fig. 6, which gives a generahzed schematic

diagram of a common emitter neutrahzed amplifier, A step-down is

used between the collector and neutralizing windings of the phase-re-

versing transformer in order to distribute the effect of the loading of the

neutralization impedance between the collector and the emitter. The

transformer is tuned to the desired center-band frequency, and the load

is the input impedance to the following identical stage in a multistage

amplifier. If the approximation of ( 1 ) for a and —j/o)Ca for Ze are substi-

tuted in (7) for Z„ , and if Zh and Z^ are assumed to be real and constant,

then (7) can be solved for Z„ in terms of its real and imaginary parts:

Z,i — ~Zn — Zb
1

OaticLc

m

©J1+ f

jC.

+

1

1 + 1 -
ao

1 +©
(8)

As given by (8), Zl can be approximated by two resistances and a

capacitance throughout a reasonably broad band of frequency, as shown

in the network for Zl in Fig. 6. The dotted capacitances, C^b find nCcb

,

of Fig. 0, show how the input-to-output capacitance in the neutralized

common emitter amphfier can be compensated for by a corresponding

capacitance in the neutralizing impedance. Only this portion of the neu-

trahzation corresponds to the neutralization of the output-to-input

capacitance feedback in vacumn tubes. The load impedance, Zl , of Fig.

(i is given in terms of the input admittance to the following transistor

nCcbi/

Fig. 6 — Schematic of single-stage common emitter neutralized amplifier.
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with its output short-circuited designated iis Yn^ and the neutralization

impedance of the following transistor.

Although ( 7 ) gives the neutralization impedance in terms of the tran-

sistor e()uivalent T of Mg. 1 and is useful for qualitative understanding

of the neutralization problem, it is not suffiicently accurate to determine

the neutralization impedance required for an actual amplifier. A more

accurate determination can bo made from a four-pole parameter solu-

tion to the impedance Zn necessary to make Y^c , the reverse transfer

admittance of the circuit of Fig. 6, equal to zero. This was the technique

used by Webste/ in determining an expression for Zn in connection with

the design of one of the best examples of a maximum gain neutralized

common emitter amplifier to be found in the literature. However, even

the four-pole approach fails to give a satisfactory determination of Z„ for

practical use, and so Z'„ is usually obtained experimentally by adjusting

Z'„ until there is no apprecialile change in the input impedance to the

transistor across the bandwidth of the amplifier when the load is al-

ternately normal and shorted. The input admittance is then given l)y

Zb -\- —
1 — a n

which i.s the common emitter input admittance of the transistor with

the collector shorted to the emitter plus the admittance added across

the input by the neutralization impedance. The input admittance given

by (})') is seen to be independent of the load impedance, and therefore

the objective of having input impedance independent of output im-

pedance is achieved.

The load impedance is then conjugately matched to the output im-

pedance of the transistor with the input shorted. The generator is like-

wise conjugately matched to the input impedance given by (9). The

power gain of the transistor can then be easily shown to be given by

I
Y-> P

power gain -
^^J^'

, (10)

where I'^i is the forward transfer admittance of the transistor with the

output short circuited, 6^22 is the real part of the output admittance with

the input short circuited, and Gnr is the real part of the input admittance

common emitter with the output short circuited. This is a straight-

forward computation, since all the parameters are simple functions of

the active device only and can be measured on a suitable impedance

bridge as discussed by Webster,
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I

hiib< Q^thzibl <h22b

Fig. 7 — Transistor circuit, approximate.

Webster has built a five-stage, 75-db gain, 25-inc center-band fre-

quency IF amplifier using the neutralization technique just discussed.

The computed and measured amplifier checked to within 0.5 db in 75

db in gam and to 0.07 mc in 1.6 mc in bandwidth. This is an excellent

example of the accuracy of the neutralization amplifier design technique

in the prediction of available gain and bandwidth. However, a maximum-

gain neutrahzed amphfier is far from easy to design, since the amplifier

represents a dehcate balance of feedback effects, which make it difficult

to adjust and even more difficult to maintain stable. This will be dis-

cussed in greater detail later.

V. MISMATCHED AMPLIFIER DESIGN

The mismatch approach to making the input impedance independent

of the output impedance will next be considered. Here we will use the

common base connection for our discussion, since this connection has

been most frequently used for mismatched rf amplifiers. However, mis-

matched common emitter rf amplifiers are becoming more frequent,

due to the high-cutoff-frequency diffusion transistors currently available.

The same principles apply to both types. A reexamination of (2) shows

that the common base input impedance can be made substantially in-

dependent of load impedance if the load impedance, Zl , is made small

compared to the collector impedance, Z^ . This, of course, involves a loss

of gain, but a considerable mismatch can be taken with a relatively

smah loss of gain. For instance, a 5-to-l mismatch results in a gain re-

duction of less than 3 db, and a 10-to-l mismatch results in a reduction

of only 5 db.

With sufficient mismatch to make the input impedance e.ssentially

independent of the output impedance, the common base equivalent cir-

cuit of the transistor with a constant current generator is given in Fig.

7* In this circuit, hm is the impedance looking into the input of the com-

* The equivalent circuit of Fig. 7 has been referred to by LinvilP as a "circuit

approximate".
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Fig. 8 — SiriKle-timed reactance-network tranHformer.

mon base transistor with output short circuited, h^h is the ratio of the

common base short-circuit output current to the input current and hz^b

is the admittance looking into the common base output with the input

open.

Even if the degree of mi.smatch is not great, the circuit of Fig. 7 gives

a fair approximation to the true circuit. The approximation is sufficiently

good to rough out interstage coupUng networks, which can then be ad-

justed on the bench in the laboratory. Since there is little interaction of

the output load circuit on the iuput impedance, the gain for a given load

and generator impedance can be easily computed, in the same manner

in which the gain is computed for a neutralized amplifier. It will be some-

what simpler, since no neutralization impedance is present. It must be

remembered, however, that the output is no longer matched when the

output power is computed.

Since a reversing transformer is not needed for neutralization purposes,

simple impedance transformation between the high-impedance collector

output of one stage and the low-impedance emitter input of the follow-

ing stage can be used. The simplest type of impedance transformation

corresponding to a single-tuned transformer is shown in Fig. 8. If R2 is

the resistance component of the impedance looking into the emitter of

the following stage, and if the reactance component of the impedance is

combined with the reactance of C, the load impedance 7?i facing the

collector of the preceding stage at center fre(iuency is increased to Q R2

,

where Q is the ratio of the band center frequency reactance of either C

or L to 7?^ . This simjile circuit has the disadvantage that the circuit Q,

and consequently the transmission bandwidth, and the transformation

ratio are not independent. Therefore, a double-tuned reactance trans-

formation network equivalent to a double-tuned transformer is usually

used in the interstage.

Fig. 9 gives the schematic circuit of a single stage of a 70-mc ger-

manium tetrode mismatched amphfier designed by Schimpf^ using a

double-tuned reactance transformation network. The short-circuited in-

put impedance to the transistor was of the order of 75 ohms. This im-
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pedance also had a reactance component which varied somewhat

throughout the transmitted band, but the variation was not sufficient to

seriously complicate the hand-width adjustment of the interstage net-

work. The high-side impedance looking into the coupling network was
approximately 1500 ohms, which gave sufficient impedance transforma-

tion ratio to provide suljstantial stage gain (approximately 9 db per

stage) but presented sufficient mismatch to the collector of the preced-

ing transiKtor to meet the requirements of making the input impedance

substantially cf|ua! to the short-circuited input impedance — or, in

other words, independent of the load. At the time this amplifier was de-

signed, 70-mc impedance-measuring equipment was not available to the

designer. Therefore, judicious extrapolations wore made from meas-

urements on a radio fre([uency iiridge at frequencies of -'iO mc and below.

The interstage transformation network was then designed and built

with the adjustable elements shown in Fig. 9. The circuit was then

bench-adjusted in the laboi'atory with a sweep-fi'equency signal gen-

erator and a high-freciuency oscilloscope a(;ross the load. This is the

technique that was referred to earher when it was stated that excellent

amplifiers can be built without complicated impedance measurements

and a minimum of slide rule computations.

The relative independence of this circuit design technique on transistor

parameters was dramatically demonstrated when S(!himpf placed (me of

the first research models of the germanium diffused-base transistor in a

circuit that, except for the omission of the second base of the tetrode,

was substantially identical with the circuit of Fig. 9. In spite of the wide

difference in electrical characteristics of the dilTused-base and tetrode

Fig, 9 — Single-stage 70-inc mismatched IF amplifier.
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transistors, the circuit was alignable to give a 20-mc if band centered at

70 mc. Becaiiwo of the superior high-frequency performance of the dif-

fLi.se<l-l);ise transistor, the i^tage gain was 14 db, as compared with 9 db

for the tetrode, and the gain was flat to ±0.1 db across the 20-mc baud.

Vr. TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER STABILITY

Up to now nothing has been said about the stability of the two types

of amphfiers which have been described. And since stability of broad-

band transistor amplifiers is one of the most important design considera-

tions, the relative stability of the two types of anipUfiers that have just

been described will now be considered.

Bode" has pointed out that the stabihty of any acti^'c network can be

determined in terms of the positions of its poles and zeros in the complex

frequency plane. However, if we have a known structure whose gain

characteristics are satisfactory, it is a long and tedious proce.ss in general

to determine whether the roots of the structure meet the stabihty re-

quirement. Furthermore, if the structure is not stable this approach does

not necessarily tell us what to do to make it stable. What is needed,

therefore, is some means of transferring the restrictions on the poles and

zeros into equivalent restrictions on the behavior of the circuit at real

frequencies. This wo have in the Ny<iuist criterion of stability,'' which is

used so effectively in the design of negative feedback amplifiers and which

it is proposed that we use in the evaluation of the stability of our tran-

sistor amplifiers.

The Ny(]uist criterion of stability is simply statetl. The open-feedback

loop gain of a feedback amplifier— usually referred to as n0— is de-

termined in magnitude and phase across a frequency band broad enough

to include all fre(|uencies at which the gain is greater than 0.1 in mag-

nitude. The individual values of magnitude and phase are then plotted

in polar coordinates and connected to form a closed loop terminating

close to the origin. If this loop encloses the point (1,0), the amphfier is

unstable; if it does not, it is stable.^ However, the external gahi of the

amplifier may l)e extremely sensitive to changes in amplifier components

at freciuencies where n0 is in the close vicinity of the (1,0) point, nor-

mally called the Nyquist point. In soundly designed negative feedback

amplifiers the Ny(|uist plot approaches the Ny(|uist point only at fre-

quencies well outside the useful frequency band of the amphfier.

Suppose now that the Nyquist criterion of stability is used to examine

critically the stability of our transistor amphfiers. It is generally known

that the transistor has built-in feedback, due to its internal base resist-
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aleZc
i-e^ Ze—V\V

Fig. 10 — Generalized transistor amplifier equivalent circuit.

ance. Furthermore, the behavior of the common emitter transistor am-
plifier is analogous to that of the common cathode vacuum tube amplifier,

since there is a reversal of phase of signal from input to output. There-

fore, a reduction in forward gain occurs when a portion of the output

signal is fed back to the input through a nonphase-reversing external

circuit. As a result, the common emitter configuration is usually consid-

ered to be a negative feedback connection.* However, although the in-

cremental feedback due to the external feedback path is negative, the

residual or net feedback of the transistor considered as a single-stage

amplifier is still positive. In fact, unless external feedback is applied

through a suitably phased impedance-matching transformer or other

active amplifying devices, a single-stage transistor amplifier—or a single

stage of a multistage transistor amplifier—is always of itself a positive

feedback amplifier, regardless of which of its elements is made the com-

mon connection of the stage.

The positive nature of the feedback is demonstrated in Fig. 10. Here

the generalized ecjuivalent circuit of a transistor is shown with generator

impedances, Zeg and Ztg , in the emitter and base circuits respectively,

and a load impedance, Zt , in the collector circuit. This load impedance

could just as well have been made a generator impedance, thereby mak-

ing the circuit completely general for any transistor connection. The

equations relating the voltages and currents of Fig. 10 are

il(ZeT + Zbr) — iiZhr = 0,

(11)
-i,(aZ, + Ztr) + i2(Zi,T + Z. + Zl) = 0,

where Zct = Zc -\- Z,.^ , the total impedance in the emitter, and Zbr =

Zb + Zbg , the total impedance in the base. The feedback loop gain fijS

for this circuit is given by

8=1——= ^ftr ^c
/-J2')

Ao ZeT + ZbT Zc + Zi.

* This misconception has been strengthened by bybrid four-pole analysis of the
common emitter transistor, since the positive feedback is concealed in the forward
transfer parameter or common emitter short-circuit current gain.
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where A is the circuit determinant of (11) and Ao is the circuit deter-

minant Avhen the active generator, a, is 0. If all the impedances except

Zc are resistive and Zi. is somewhat smaller than Z^ , the feedback loop

gain below the common base cutoff frequency will always fall in the right

half of the Nyquist polar plot, indicating that the feedback is positive.

Note that the choice of the common transistor connection does not in-

fluence this result.* In the common emitter iterative amplifier, where the

total impedance in the base is much greater than the total impedance in

the emitter and the load impedance is small compared to the collector

impedance, the feedback loop gain is given by

ao
y.^ = a =

Ja

or the common base short-cu-cuit current gain of the transistor, f Since

a has a frequency characteristic which for purposes of discussion can be

approximated by an RC cutoff as shown in (13), the Nyquist diagram

for this common emitter amplifier becomes a semicircle of diameter ao

,

with its center at ao/2 on the zero phase axis and situated below the zero

phase axis as shown in the Nyquist plot (a) of Fig. ll.J As ao approaches

unity, a desirable characteristic in a common emitter amplifier, the

Nyquist diagram approaches the Nyquist point, (1,0).

The high- and low-frequency cutoff portions of the Nyquist diagram

for a soundly designed negative feedback amplifier are also showni in the

Nyquist plot (b) of Fig. 11. Note that the negative feedback amplifier

stays out of the shaded area bounded by the ±30° axes and gain magni-

tude gi-eater than 0.5. This shaded area represents the stability margins

usually maintained for well-designed negative feedback amplifiers, and

corresponds to a loop gain of less than 0.5, or — G db when the loop

phase is between ±30°. This requirement is strictly for stabihty margins

against oscillation in the frequency regions where positive feedback oc-

curs and, these regions are well above or well below the operating ampli-

fication band of the amplifier. In contrast, the useful amplification band

of our common emitter amplifier falls on that portion of its /i/3 diagram

* The positive nature of the internal transistor feedback regardless of the

common terminal of the transistor has been confirmed by R. B. Blackman of the

mathematical research department of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

t Equation (13) neglects a passive component of the feedback loop gain or re-

turn ratio which is ncgliKibly small.

J The Nyquist plot should include ii0 plotted with its imaginary part negative

of normal as well as normal. This returns the loop to zero for amplifiers whose gain

is not zero at dc as in the present case. However, since this type of plot merely

gives a mirror image across its 0-180° axis uith the imaginary part of ^(3 having its

normal sign, this half of the plot is not usually shown.
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that is in closest proximity to the Nyquist point. The only reason why
this is tolerable is because ao is a function of the physical structure of the

device and because a well-designed and well-behaved junction transistor

can be counted upon to stay reasonably constant. In any event, if the

do biases are held reasonably constant, ao can be expected to remain less

than unity where circuit oscillation will not occur. However, even though

there is httle danger of oscillation, the positive nature of the inband

feedback of the transistor is the basis of the stability problem in high-

frequency amplifier design, as will be shown.

Fig. 12(a) shows the schematic diagram of a single-.stage neutralized

amplifier having a 4-mc bandwidth centered at 25 mc. This amplifier is

similar to the amplifier designed by Webster.* The feedback loop gain of

the amplifier has been computed u.sing a mathematical trick for opening

the feedback loop suggested by Blackman.^ This trick consists of in-

serting a generator current, ie , in the emitter and computing the cur-

rent returned to the emitter, x^. , through the two feedback paths— the

internal feedback of the transistor and the feedback through the neu-

tralization impedance, Z_v/n. The significance of the """
is that the

current so designated is not reamplified by the current gain a of the

transistor or, in other words, that the loop transmission is mathemat-

ically stopped at a single round trip. The feedback loop gain is then given

by ie/ie , and can be wi'itten by inspection from the schematic circuit of
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Fig. 12(a). This feedbuck loop gain is given to a close approximation

by

M/3 = V =
I M^

Zb -\- Zi ,
aZc Zl z.

Z, -\- Z^Z,-\- Zs-{- Z, Z. + Zl Zs Z^^Z.-V Z, (14)

aZr.
1 +

Zc + 2,, L ^ + 2, + ZA

The loop gain given by ( 14) was computed across a band of frequencies

extending well abo\'e and well l:)elow the pass band of the iimplifer. These

-VvV

2.0k=
-90"

(b)

P'iK- 12 — Stability evaluation of ueutralized amplifier; (a) circuit schematic;

(|j) Nyquist diagram.
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gains were plotted on a polar diagram to give the Nyquist diagram of

Fig. 12(b). It will be noted that the Nyquist diagram does not include

the Nyquist point (1,0), and therefore the amplifier would be expected

to be stable in the sense of being free from oscillation. However, if the

sensitivity of the amphfier to changes iii transistor parameters caused

by normal drift, battery changes or ambient conditions were examined,

large changes in gain would be expected, in view of the fact that the

feedback loop gain has real parts in excess of unity at angles of the order

of 30° within the transmission band. A complete study of sensitivity

can be made in accordance with the techniques described (Ref. 5, Chap-

ters 4 through G). The fact that the transmission gain of this amplifier

is sensitive to environmental and transistor parameter changes due to

bias shifts has been confirmed experimentally.

At this point, it is well to stop and consider the nature of the feedback

through the neutralization impedance, Z^ . The common emitter con-

nection owes its high current gain to the internal positive feedback in

the transistor, which w'as discussed above. The open input-short-cir-

cuited output common emitter amphfier has a Nyquist diagram falling

very close to the Nyquist critical point (1,0). [See (12) and (13) and

Nyquist diagram (a) of Fig. 11.] When finite impedances are placed in

the collector and base circuits, the real part of the positive feedback is

reduced, or there is an increment of negative feedback introduced. This

moves the Nyquist diagram away from the critical positive feedback

area, or in the direction of greater amplifier stability. However, the in-

ternal feedback residue is still positive. When the neutralization circuit

is added for the purpose of removing the dependence of input impedance

on load impedance, the direction of the current through the neutraliza-

tioTi circuit is such as to cancel the negative increment of feedl^ack men-

tioned above. It therefore adds a positive increment to the internal posi-

tive feedback residue, and moves the total feedback in the direction of

the Nyquist critical point or in the direction of lesser amplifier stability.

In the iterative common emitter amphfier, the Nyquist diagram was

held within the stabihty requirement by oo holding less than unity. In

the neutraUzed amphfier, a small shift in the critical balance between

the positive feedback neutraUzation current and the negative increment

of internal positive feedback caused by the finite impedance terminations

can move the Nyquist diagram beyond the (1,0) critical point, and the

amplifier will oscillate. Anyone who has built a "maximum available

gain" neutralized amplifier is aware of the criticalness of this balance

and the tendency toward oscillation.^ At best, the critical feedback

balance results in a gain-sensitive amplifier, as pointed out above in the

discussion of the Nytiuist diagram of Fig. 12(b).
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Fig. 13 — Stability evrtliialion of mismatched amplifier: (a) equivalent circuit

;

(b) Nyqiiist diagram.

Now consider the stability of the mismatched type of transistor rf

amphfier. Fig. 13(a) shows the schematic circuit of a common base

mismatched amplifier using single-tuned reactance coupling of the type

referred to above. This amplifier has a transmission bandwidth of 6 mc

centered at 70 mc, and a stage gain of approximately 10 db. Looking

from the collector into the emitter of the following stage, one sees an

effective moderate-O parallel-resonant circuit whereas, lookhig from the

emitter back toward the collector, one sees a ratiier high-Q series-reso-

nant tuned circuit, as is shown in the schematic. The feedback loop gain

of this amplifier was obtained by the technique u.sed for the amplifier of

I'ig. 12(a). This gain is given l)y

M/3 = ^^ =
I
M^ I

e

aZr Zh

Z, -h Z^ Zt -F z, + z.
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or

when Zu is appreciably less than Zc , the condition for mismatch design.

Using (15), the loop gain was computed at a sufficient number of points

to give the Nyquist diagram shown in Fig. 13(b). The center-band and

band-edge frequency points are indicated on the Nyquist diagram. Note

the inevitable positive feedback in the transmission band. However,

the feedback though positive is fractional (i.e., there is a net loss around

the feedback loop) and well below the critical unity value. Furthermore,

the loop feedback gain decreases and rapidly goes to zero both above

and below the center-hand frecjuencies. An examination of the circuit

and the feedback loop gain given by (15) shows the reason for this.

Since the load impcdan<;e, Zl , is a m<Klerately high-Q parallel-re.soiiant

circuit, it rapidly approac-hes zero at fre(iueneies outside the transmis-

sion band, theret)y increasing the degree of mismatch ai\^ay from the

center-band fre(|uen(\y. At the same time, Z„ , the source or generator

impedance, is an even greater-Q sories-resoiiant circuit, so that it reaches

a high impedance very rapidly away from the center-band frequency.

Since Z^ appears only in the denominator of the expression of (15) for

feedback loop gain, this means that ^/3 rapidly goes to zero, due to the

high outband impedance of the generator, Z^ . The same behavior would

be experienced with a double-tuned interstage circuit, except that the

/ij3 diagram would consist of two loops, due to the added pole and zero in

the reactance interstage. These two loops would both pull away from

the Nyquist point area towards the origin in the same manner as does

the loop gain of Fig. 13(b). Because of the avoidance of positive feed-

backs having real parts approaching unity, it would be expected that

the mismatch amplifiers would be not only more stable, but also less

sensitive to changes than are the neutralized amplifiers, and this is

confu-med by experimental results. The price paid for this improved

stability and reduction in gain sensitivity is lower stage gain. In return

for the gain sacrifice, we also obtain greater ease of design, greater ease

of interstage alignment and less complicated circuitry.

How then does one decide on the choice of the neutralized or mis-

matched techniciues? The answer to this question is largely dependent

upon economic and system requirement considerations. If a consumer

product is being designed where competition demands maximum gain

to keep down cost factors and where the failure of an amplifier means
only an occasional service call, then the maximum-gain neutrahzed
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amplifier might be selected. However, if a system is being designed where

amplifier failure would cause malfunctioning of a large and costly system,

reliability considerations would favor the more conservative mismatch

approach, in spite of the lower stage gains obtained. Intermediate situa-

tions might suggest a combination of neutralization and mismatch, with

higher gains than could be obtainedwiththe straight mismatched amplifier

and with feedback loop diagrams midway between the extremes of Figs.

12 and ]'.i. It is interesting to note that, with the great reduction in the

collector capacitances of viif transistors, the mismatch that auto-

matically occurs from the impracticability of simultaneously obtaining

output matching and very broadband interstages results in a com-

promise mismatch-neutralized circuit of the type just mentioned. Ac-

tually, the experience with these circuits has shown that the neutraliza-

tion is not critical when the degree of mismatch is fairly high, and may be

omitted.

VII. VIDEO AMPLIFIER DESIGN

In the design of video amplifiers, the mismatch approach is practically

dictated by the l)roadband requirements and the limitation on the maxi-

mum impedance available with a given irreducible circuit capacitance,

in accordance with the Bode resistance itaegral theorem (Rcf. 5, Chap-

ters 4 through 0). And «o we can use the high (sonimon emitter ('un-ent

gain without danger of circuit oscillation. However, the gain sensitivity

problem still exists, as will be shown.

With the new high-frequency-cutoff diffusion transistors, common

emitter short-circuit current gains of 12 db and higher at 100 mc are now

commei'cially available. These make possible common emitter iterative

amplifiei's with the collector of one transistor coupled directly into the

base of the following transistor— except for a blocking condenser when

simple bias circuits are re(|uired. Such an amplifier was built liy C. E.

Paul of Bell Telephone Laboratories with early models of the germanium

dilifused-base transistor. A picture of this amplifier is shown in Fig. 14.

The amplifier has three common emitter iterati\'e stages, a gain of 70

db and a bandwidth of close to 10 mc using the simplest pos.siblc re-

sistance-capacitance coupled inter.stages. The amplifier recjuires a total

power of leas than 100 milliwatts and occupies a volume of less than 2

cubic inches. This amplifier demonstrates the great potential of the com-

mon emitter transistor connection in video circuits.

With the simple iterative common emitter amplifier, the single-.stage

bandwidth is determined by (1 — ao)fa , where /« is the common base

cutoff frequency. This bandwidth w'ill vary widely from transistor to
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transistor, due to variations in ao and /„ . If bandwidths narrower than

(1 — aa)fa are needed, they can be obtained most easily by choosing

transistors with higher ao or lower /« . However, for today's broadband

video and baseband amphliers, bandwidths greater than the normal com-

mon emitter bandwidths are frequently required, and some means of

trading gain for bandwidth is needed. This can be accompHshed by

feeding back a portion of the output signal to the input, in accordance

with the technique illustrated in Fig. 15. Fig. 15(a) shows a single-stage

common emitter amphfier in which the load impedance is small compared

to the collector impedance, a situation which exists in the iterative com-

mon emitter amplifier. The current gain of the amplifier is given by

1 -
(16)

The current gain gi\'eii by (16) is plotted as curve a of Fig. 15(b) for a

transistor having an ao of 0.97 and a common emitter cutoff frequency

rig. 14 — Three-stage common emitter video amplifier.
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Fig. 15 ^ Single-stage common emitter amplifier with and without shunt feed-

back: (a) amplifier without feedback; (b) current gain of amplifier; (c) amplifier

with shunt feedback.

of 14 mc — the frequency at which the common emitter current gain is

3 db below its low frequency value of ao/(l - oo). If a broader band-

width is desired, this can be obtained by feeding back a portion of the

output to the input through a feedback impedance, Z/ , connected be-

tween the collector and base, as showii in Fig. 15(c). The current gain

of this transistor is given by

1 _i_
-^^

1 - a -{- — (17)

If the simplified expression of (1) for a or a is placed in (17), the current

gain as a function of frequency for 2JZs real is given by

t2

%\
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SO that, except for the ratio

1 + hi

l + «o
^

2/ (1 - ao)

which is normally close to unity, the low frequency gain is decreased and
the cutoff frequency is increased by the same amount, namely

Zf(l - au)'

This is shown in curve b of Fig. 15(b), where the common emitter cur-

rent gain is plotted for the transistor assumed for curve a, with a re-

sistance, Rf , connected between its collector and base such that

RJRj. = 0.07.

Note that the low-frequency gain of curve b is down 10 db, or a factor

of about one to three in magnitude, from that of curve a, and that the

cutoff frequency has been increased by about the same factor. The
asymptotic current gains of curves a and b at very high frequencies

differ only slightly in magnitude, so they are shown identical in Fig.

15(b). By opening up the feedback path between the collector and base

at high frequencies, curve b can be made to move into curve a before

the asymptotic region is reached as is illustrated in the dotted curve,

curve c. This can be accomplished most simply by making Zf a resistance

and mductance in .series. In this way, approximately an extra octave

of bandwidth can be obtained with no additional in-band gain sacrifice.

However, there will be somewhat greater delay di.stortion when the

amplifier is used for the amplification of nan'ow pulses than there would

bo if the cutoff were allowed to proceed in normal RC fashion, as in curve

B of Fig. 15(b).

The simplicity of the above technique of trading gain for bandwidth

is illustrated in the two-stage diffused-base common emitter video am-
plifier shown schematically in Fig. IG.* The transistors used in this

amplifier have a normal common emitter short-circuit gain given by

curve A of Fig. 15, and Rl/R/ is made 0.07 to make ( 1 — ao) + Ri/Rf
equal to 0.1 and give a low-frequency current gain of magnitude 10 or a

* This amplifier was devised by the author and presented at the June 1955
Semiconductor Device conference in Philadelphia, Pa., to demonstrate the broad-
band capabilities of the original research models of diffused base germanium
transistors. For a description of these transistors see Lee.^ For more complete in-
formation on this type of video amplifier see Ballentine and Blecher.^"
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Fig. 16 — Two-stage common emitter amplifier with shunt feedback on each stage.

cun-ent gain of 20 db. The feedback path, is opened at the high-fre-

qiieucy end of the band by the 45-microheniy coil in series with the

feedback resistance of each stage. The dotted capacitances are the dis-

tributed capacitances of the coils, which produce a parallel resonance

and essentially open-circuit impedance at the top end of the band. There-

fore, the feedback path is effectively opened, and the normal common
emitter current gain without feedback is obtained.

The (current gain of the two-stage amplifier of Fig. 10 is plotted as a

function of frequency in Fig. 17. The amplifier has a two-stage gain of 40

db flat to ±0.5 dh up to 20 me.
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Fig. 17 — Current gain for amplifier of Fig. 16.
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Although the technique described above is an easy way to trade gain

for bandwidth, it is also an inefficient way. This is a result of the fact

that, although a single stage of the amphfi.er of Fig. 16 behaves hke a

negative feedback amplifier, in that the forward gain is reduced as the

feedback is increased, it is in fact still a positive feedback amphfier in

accordance with our earlier analysis of transistor internal feedback. This

is shown from Fig. 18, where the generalized T schematic of the transistor

is given in the common emitter connection with a load resistance, Rl
,

and a feedback resistance, R/ . The various currents resuhing from an

injected emitter current, ic , are also sho\vn. Using Blackman's technique

for determining feedback loop gain, fi0, or the return ratio of the amphfier

of Fig. 18, can be written by inspection as follows:

le = ate — ate r=-
Rl

Rf

n^ = ~ =h-(-l>
(19)

or, for the amphfier of Fig. 16,

M/? = a (1 - 0.07) - 0.93 a. (20)

Equation (19) shows that, even though the magnitude of the feedback

has been reduced by the factor {1 — Rl/R/), m/^ is still positive and close

to unity. In other words, even though the incremental feedback through

the feedback resistance, R/ , is negative, the residual or net feedback is

Fig. 18 — Equivalent circuit for common emitter amplifier with shunt feedback.
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still positive. This can be practically verified by examining the variation

ill external gain with change in a.

The current gain of the circuit of Fig. 18 can be obtained from (17)

and is given by

:

(21)

If we compntc the variation in current gain expressed as a fraction of

the initial current gain in terms of the variation in a. expressed as a

fraction of tlie original \-alue of a we get,

a —

n- "(-!)]
(22)

which, from (19), gives

d'-^

(23)

%\

Since mj3 from (20) is positi\e and only slightly less than unity, (23)

shows that the terminal current gain changes much more rapidly than

does the current generator gain, a, of the acti\'e de\'ice. This is the re-

verse of a negative feedl-)a(;k effect and is characteristic of the residual

positive feedl)ack which has been shown to exist. The variation in t;ur-

rent gain due to a given change in a is le.ss than it was lieforc the Hj

feedback path was added, which ls in accordance with our statement

that Rf represents a negative increment of feedback, but that the feed-

back loop gain residue is still positive.

In many instances, the decrease ui external gain change for a given

change in acti\'o-element gain obtained by the simple circuit of Fig. 16 is

sufficient. However, where lower external gain change is required — and

somewhat greater cu'cuit complexity is therefore justified— gain can be

more effectively traded for bandwidth by feedback around a mininumi of

two connnon emitter stages, as shown in the schematic of Fig. 19. The

first stage only is shown in generalized equivalent T form, since it is here

that the fetKlback path is mathematically broken to compute the main

feedback gain (i.e. the feedback gain througli the Rf feedback path).
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Again using the Blackmail technique, the feedback loop gain ^/3 can be

obtained by inspection of Fig. 19 as follows:

Id = aiz
Z,

ls2 =

Zb -\- Ze -\- Rcf

aiofo Rl

< 0.5 ttile
,

R./

1 - a2RL-^ RfZt-\- Z,-\- R,f

a 1^2 Rl

1 - a,RL-\- Rf
tc,

le = 2fl — l^-l = — aiUi Rl

1 - a2Ri.-\-Rf "

aia2 Rl

io 1 — ao Rl -\- Rf'

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

If R[, ^ Rf and ai and a-2 are close to unity, then m/3 » I. WTien the

loop gain is much larger than unity, the feedback voltage, F/ , will

be appi'oximately equal to the applied generator ^"oltage, Vg , when a

steady state signal is applied to the input. Therefore, since

Rc/
V, = ^ F.„. and Vf^ V,,

amplifier voltage gain = -j^ — j^,
Iff Rcf

(28)

(29)

and the voltage gain of the amplifier is substantially independent of

change in gain of the active elements — in this case, the transistors. This

Fig. 19 — Equivalent circuit for two-stage common emitter amplifier with
ahunt-to-serles feedback.
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is the anticipated result for a true negative feedback amplifier with

feedback loop gain much greater than unity. It is important to notice

that the approximation of (29) to the feedback loop gain is good only for

Rl ^ li/ , so that this circiuit is essentially a voltage feedback amplifier.

Since the circuit of Fig. 19 contains basically only two (i-db-per-octave

a.symptotic cutolTs, it is an intrinsically stable circuit requiring only sim-

ple if any feedback loop equalization. The amplifier of Fig. 19 is a voltage

amplifier with a high ini^ut impedance and a low output impedance, since

it has series feedl)ack at the input and shunt feedback at the output. It

can be made a current amplifier with low input impedance and high out-

put impedance by feeding back from a resistance in the emitter circuit

of the second transistor through a feedback resistance R/ to the base of

the first transistor. The appi'oximate design formulae for this configura-

tion can be obtained in the same manner as were those for the voltage

amplifier shown schematically in Fig. 19.

If high Hnearity as well as high stability, or if unusually high stability

is required in an amphfier, either of the broadband video or relatively

narrowband linear type, then the two-stage amplifier of Fig. 19 is .still

inefficient from the standpoint of tradmg gain for bandwidth. In this

case, the most efficient circuit is a three-common-emitter-stage single-

loop feedback amphfier." '^^ This, of course, involves the complexity of

interstage and feedback network design inherent to the stabilization of a

three-.stage negative feedback amplifiei-. This is a consequence of the

potential instability associated with the minimum asymptoti(r cntolT of

18 db per octave associated with three active stages.

In conclu.sion, it may be stated that the requirements of a large per-

centage of the radio frequency and video or baseband transistor am-

pUfiers can be met by the circuits of Figs. 9, 16 and 19. The.se circuits

demonstrate the simplicity with which basically sound and stable tran-

sistor amplifiers can be built, pi-ovidiug that the basic nature of the in-

ternal feedback of the tran.sistor is understood, and the fatal mistake of

attempting to obtain so called "maximum available gain" is not made.

Additional material which may be of interest to designers of rf and

video amphfiers: neutralization — Cheng;'^ stability— Stern; video

amplifiers— Brunn;'^ alignable receivers— Gibbons.
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